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Australian Forest Growers (AFG) is the national association representing private forest
growers. AFG members grow and manage timber for profit on privately held land. As such its
area of interest in this inquiry is those activities that occur (or don’t occur where they should)
on public land that have the potential to adversely impact private landholders undertaking
production forestry. In this submission we will comment on the following areas:
- Fire management;
- Noxious plants and animals; and
- Impact of public good conservation on private landholders;
Fire management
One of the great risks to a forest resource, especially a geographically confined one as most of
AFGs members have, is the impact of fire entering their property from neighbours. In most
cases the worst neighbour to have is the Government and especially where the tenure is a
national park or similar.
Fire does not respect cadastral boundaries, it therefore matters little where the fire actually
starts and much more on what the fuel load is in its pathway. There are a plethora of inquiries,
royal commissions and coronial enquiries gathering dust on the shelves of policy makers
across the nation. Almost without fail they have recommended that the best way to reduce the
risk of catastrophic fire is to embark on a strategic and managed process of hazard reduction
burning, especially across the publicly owned recreational estate. These recommendations
need to be taken seriously and implemented. To do so means confronting the hue and cry
about fire control upsetting habitat. This attitude simply ignores, at the ultimate peril of the
species they are trying to protect, the overwhelming logic of using low heat, controlled and
supervised burns to reduce the underlying fuel load so that even on extreme fire days there
can be some confidence in on ground response gaining control over wildfires.
Where this is sensibly and time sensitively implemented private landholders can take comfort
that their own fire suppression measures, where meddling authorities have allowed them to
undertake sensible hazard reduction burning, that their own fire risk is at least addressed.
Noxious plants and animals
Private landholders have an obligation to control listed noxious weeds and other vermin on
their own properties. This is often a difficult and expensive process. A process which is not
helped if neighbouring landowners do not exercise the same diligence in controlling their own
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